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MIST BLASTER™
APPLICATIONS
The Mist Blaster ™ is a high performance vapor blaster that
can do wet and dry blasting, and have an effective washdown
system.

DESCRIPTION
Blaster ™

The BlastOne Mist
improves dustless blasting
performance by providing you with the ability to do dry
blasting and vapor mist blasting with the same blast pot, and
have an effective wash down cycle eliminating the need to
go back and powder wash. This gives you the flexibility of a
dry blasting or mist blasting ability as you need it, coupled
with the age old reliability you have come to expect from a
standard blast machine. The Mist Blaster ™ is very versatile,
allowing the operators ultimate flexibility in how much water
they need for the task at hand.

KEY FEATURES
Blasters™

Mist
are designed to minimize airborne dust
particles. Mist blasting uses a mixture of compressed air,
garnet and water to suppress dust in a method that uses less
water than a water ring.
REDUCED AIRBORNE DUST

Mixing a mist of water with ToughBlast Garnet abrasive inside
the blasting air stream reduces the airborne dust particles by
up to 90%.
LESS CONTAINMENT

FLEXIBILITY

The BlastOne Mist Blaster ™ can be used for dry blasting as
well as mist blasting. This means that a contractor no longer
needs to purchase two different types of equipment to meet
all their blasting needs.

BENEFITS
LOW WATER CONSUMPTION

Use as little as 1 quart per minute – upto ½ as much as other
brands.
TRUSTED RELIABILITY

The trusted reliability of your existing blast pot and existing
technology.
3 SETTINGS AVAILABLE

1. Dry
2. Mist
3. Washdown
The ultimate in choices, you can use the same blast pot for all
your projects
WASHDOWN 10X FASTER THAN OTHER BRANDS

A simple turn of the switch and you have 10x the water at the
nozzle.
VAPORIZER

Ultimate control, introduces a fine mist of water to the
airstream and allow huge volume washdown when in
washdown mode.

Due to lower dust, some jobs you can use no, or little,
containment. On some elevated projects this could save you
substantial money.
LESS ABRASIVE CONSUMPTION

Using the Mist Blaster ™ equipment combined with ToughBlast
Garnet, contractors can realize a 60-80% reduction in
abrasive consumption compared to typical ToughBlast
abrasive with old technology equipment.

800-999-1881

www.blastone.com
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PART NUMBER
6.5 cuft Mist Blaster

BM S65TVMB

SPECIFICATIONS
Vessel Diameter

25 in

Weight

530 lbs

Width

39 in

Hand Way

6 in x 9 in

Height

60 in

Depth

48 in

Volume

6.5 cuft

Garnet (Capacity)

950 lbs

Steel Grit (Capacity)

1580 lbs

ACCESSORIES PART NUMBERS
BH S3250

Blast Hose, 50ft length - SupaFlex

BH BULL5050FCF

Bull Hose, 50ft length, with 4-claw fittings

BN HYPER7C

Hyper Nozzle, 7/16” Orifice

I CAN TELL YOU THAT THE MIST BLASTER ™ IS THE MOST
VERSATILE WET ABRASIVE BLASTER ON THE MARKET!
VINCE - PROJECT MANAGER, ONLY BLASTING, LLC

B3362-3

800-999-1881

www.blastone.com

